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a b s t r a c t

Although many chemical modification schemes for achieving half-metallicity in zigzag-edged graphene
nanoribbons (ZGNRs) have been proposed, practically, half-metallic transport is hardly observable with
them due to the resulting negligible energy difference of the anti-ferromagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic
(F) configurations between the two edges. We propose a scheme to achieve robust half-metallic trans-
port by such ZGNRs in which central carbon atoms are substituted by BN pairs. We build transport
junctions by connecting the top edge of one ribbon with the bottom edge of another through a carbon
tetragon or a carbon hexagon. For both connection styles, we consider two different relative orientations
of the BN pairs in the two ribbons, namely, a “BN-BN” case with the BN pairs in the same direction and a
“BN-NB” case with the BN pairs in the opposite directions. It is found that, for both connection styles, we
can always get a BN configuration where the junction is always in a perfect half-metallic state, inde-
pendent of the magnetic configurations. It is understood by the matching or mismatching of the spin
polarity and spatial separation of the edge states of the two ribbons. This should be taken into consid-
eration in the design of spintronic devices with graphene nanoribbons.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Two-dimensional materials and spintronics are both important
research topics in condensed matter physics nowadays. Half-
metallic transport characterized by only one conducting spin
channel is a long seeking object in spintronics [1e4], and the
realization of half-metallic transport with two-dimensional mate-
rials has attracted great attention in recent years [5e12]. It is well
known that some two-dimensional nanoribbons, like zigzag-edged
graphene nanoribons (ZGNRs) and SiC nanoribbons (ZSiCNRs), have
edge magnetism due to the localized edge states [13,14]. The
coupling between the two edges can be either anti-ferromagnetic
(AF) or ferromagnetic (F). These magnetic nanoribbons provide
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potential building blocks for spintronic devices. The AF ground
state of ZSiCNRs is intrinsically half-metallic, with no need of
external modulation. However, in ZSiCNRs, the energy difference
between the AF and F states is negligibly small, less than 0.01 meV/
atom when width n>5 (number of zigzag chains) [15,16]. In
contrast, the F-AF energy difference in ZGNRs is much larger (�0.1
meV/atom), but the AF ground state in ZGNRs is spin-degenerate,
which is not directly applicable for half-metallic transport.
Although quite a few schemes have been proposed in producing
half-metallicity in the AF state of ZGNRs, such as electrical field [5],
edge decoration [6,8], and BN co-doping [7,9,10], none of them is
easily realizable. On one hand, in the electrical field scheme, a huge
transverse electrical field will be needed, which will be practically
unavailable in laboratory [17]. On the other hand, the chemical
modification schemes will lead to the great decrease or even the
disappearance of the F-AF energy difference, which may make the
half-metallicity predicted practically unobservable, as discussed in
our previous work [18]. However, this fact has been neglected in the
literature. Obviously, how to achieve robust half-metallic transport
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Fig. 1. The central region of the transport junction where two BN co-doped ZGNRs are
connected by a SC scheme with different relative BN orientations: (a) the BN-NB case
with tetragon connection; (b) the BN-BN case with tetragon connection; (c) the BN-NB
case with tetragon connection; (d) the BN-BN case with tetragon connection. In BN-NB
(BN-BN), a CN edge is connected to a CN (CB) edge. The red and blue arrows indicate the
directions of edge magnetic moments. Only the AF-AF case is shown here. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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in chemically modified ZGNRs with negligible F-AF energy differ-
ence is still a challenging problem.

In a sense, such a challenge arises from the thinking that the
edge states on both edges participate in electron transport simul-
taneously. As a matter of fact, due to the localization and spatial
separation features of spin dependent edge states, we may use the
edge states of only one edge to achieve single spin transport. This
idea has been proposed and implemented in ZSiCNRs by an edge
doping (ED) scheme and a shift-connect (SC) scheme in our pre-
vious work [19,20]. In the ED scheme [19], the spin channel of one
edge is blocked by the impurity doped at this edge, keeping the
other spin channel localized at the other undoped edge unaffected.
In the SC scheme [20], the right half of the nanoribbon is shifted
along the vertical direction and then connected with its bottom
edge to the top edge of the left lead. This way, the electron trans-
mission is mediated only by the connected two edges in the leads,
and the transmission through the other edges is automatically
suppressed due to the spatial termination.

In this work, by taking BN co-doped ZGNRs as an example, we
will study whether the chemically modified ZGNRs with predicted
half-metallicity but negligible AF-F energy difference can be
designed to achieve stable and robust half-metallic transport with
such a SC scheme. Such in-plane heterostructures consisting of
graphene and BN have attracted great interests and have been
synthesized experimentally by a lot of ways [21e23]. In this work,
two central lines of carbon atoms are substituted by nitrogen and
boron atoms respectively, which effectively replaces the central
row of vertical CeC dimers by BN pairs. This turns the ZGNRs into
half-metallic in the AF state and metallic in the F state. Then two
such BN co-doped nanoribbons are connected with the above SC
scheme by taking a carbon tetragon or a carbon hexagon as the
interface between them to form a transport junction. It is found
that, by properly arranging the relative orientation of the BN pairs
in the two ribbons, perfect half-metallic transport can be achieved,
independent of magnetic configurations of the leads.

2. Device model and computational details

We study 8-ZGNRwith 8 zigzag carbon chains. Two central lines
of C atoms are replaced by BN atom pairs (see Fig. 1). This is a
simplified version of Dutta et al.‘s scheme where more central C
atoms are substituted by B and N atoms [9]. Perfect spin related
properties in ZGNRs depend on the atomically precisely controlled
zigzag edges, which has become achievable due to recent ad-
vancements in the rational bottom-up self-assembly of small
organic molecules [24e26]. Further, the substitution of single
heteroatom into a graphene nanoribbon (GNR), such as nitrogen
[27,28], boron [29,30], sulfur [30], oxygen [25], and so on, has been
demonstrated experimentally. The fabrication of BN co-doped GNR
has also been realized by plasma treatment and thermal annealing
[23] or by on-surface chemical reactions and identified with func-
tionalized atomic force microscopy [26]. To form a transport junc-
tion, we connect two such ribbons with the SC scheme, with the top
edge of the left ribbon connected with the bottom edge of the right
ribbon by a carbon tetragon or a carbon hexagon. Experimentally,
the hexagon connection can be prepared by well-developed litho-
graphical etching technique [31]. For the carbon tetragon connec-
tion, although it will be more difficult, it is still possible to be
achieved by using fusion method which has proven very successful
in connecting different types of GNR precursors in the experiment
[28,32]. Moreover, the connection of pentacene with carbon tet-
ragon has been realized as definitive spin switches [33], which is
instructive in how to realize the junction with carbon tetragon
connection studied in this work. With such connection interfaces,
each C atom is connected to three nearest neighbors and sp2
bonding of each C atom anywhere is satisfied. According to the
difference of the relative BN orientations in the two leads, we
consider two configurations: the “BN-NB” case with the BN pairs
aligned in the opposite directions, where the B points up to N in the
left ribbon and the N points up to B in the right ribbon (see Fig. 1
(a,c)); and the “BN-BN” case with the BN pairs aligned in the
same direction, where the B points up to N in both ribbons (see
Fig. 1(b,d)). The dangling bond of each edge C atom is saturated by a
H atom. In calculation, the junction is divided into three parts: the
left lead, right lead and the central scattering region (see Fig. 1).

All the structures are relaxed by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations with the Siesta code [34] and 0.04 eV/Å force tolerance
is achieved, while the transport calculations are performed by the
Nanodcal package [35], which combines DFT and nonequilibrium
Green's functions (NEGF) for quantum transport study. In all the
calculations, norm-conserving pseudopotentials are used to
describe the atomic cores and linear combinations of atomic or-
bitals are adopted as the basis sets. The wave functions are
expanded with a double zeta polarized (DZP) basis set and the
fineness of real space grid is determined by an equivalent plane
wave cutoff 200 Ry. The exchange-correlation potential is treated at
the level of generalized gradient approximation (GGA), using the
functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [36]. The k-point
sampling grid for the lead part of transport calculation is chosen as
1� 1� 100. The transmission function is calculated by formula
[37,38],

TðEÞ ¼ Tr
�
GLðEÞGRðEÞGRðEÞGAðEÞ

�
; (1)

where GR=A are the retarded/advanced Green functions of the
scattering region and GL=R are coupling functions to the left/right
leads. The current is obtained by integrating the transmission over
the bias window,
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IðVbÞ ¼
2e
h

ðmþeVb=2

m�eVb=2
TðE;VbÞðf ðE � mLÞ � f ðE � mRÞÞdE; (2)

where f ðE � mL=mRÞ are the Fermi distribution functions of electrons
in the leads, mL ¼ mþ eVb=2 and mR ¼ m� eVb=2, with m the Fermi
energy of the leads at equilibrium and Vb the bias applied across the
junction under non-equilibrium condition.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electronic structure

At first, the electronic structure of the BN co-doped ZGNR has
been investigated. The two edges of the nanoribbon are separated
by the BN pairs. For convenience of description, the two edges of
the nanoribbon are labelled as ‘CB’ and ‘CN’, respectively, where ‘CB’

(‘CN’) means the edge that is at the B (N) side (see Fig. 2(d)). For both
the AF and F states, the edge atomic magnetic moments of the CN-
edge are fixed as positive and the initial value is set as þ0:5 mB.
However, the initial edge atomic magnetic moments of the CB-edge
are set as �0:5 mB and þ0:5 mB for the AF and F states, respectively.
By full structure and electronic relaxation, the magnitude of these
initial magnetic moments is decreased to 0.25 mB, with the signs
unchanged and the magnitude a little smaller than that (� 0.28 mB)
of the pristine ZGNR due to the effects of the BN pairs.

The band structures of the F and AF states of the pristine ZGNR
((Fig. 2(a)) and the BN co-doped ZGNR (Fig. 2(d)) are calculated and
shown in Fig. 2(b and c) and Fig. 2(e and f), respectively, for com-
parison. It is seen that in the pristine ZGNR, in the F state, the two
spin channels cross the Fermi level simultaneously while in the AF
state, there is a gap of about 0.5 eV and the two spin channels are
degenerate, which is already well-known. In contrast, in the BN co-
doped ZGNR, in the F state, the two spin channels also cross the
Fermi level simultaneously, but the shapes of the crossing bands are
quite different from those in the pristine ZGNR. Very interestingly,
in the AF state, two bands cross the Fermi level and both are from
the spin down channel. However, although the AF state becomes
half-metallic, the energy difference between the AF state and F
state is negligibly small (�0.12 meV/atom), which makes the half-
Fig. 2. (color online) The geometry structure and band structures for the pristine and
BN co-doped ZGNRs: (a) the pristine ZGNR; (b) the band structure in the F state; (c) the
band structure in the AF state. (d) The BN co-doped ZGNR; (e) the band structure in the
F state; (f) the band structure in the AF state. The arrow combinations in (e) and (f)
indicate the polarity of the edge magnetic moments and edge states. (A colour version
of this figure can be viewed online.)
metallicity in the AF state practically hardly observable since
finite temperature change may result in the system switching be-
tween the AF and F states.

To get more insight into the BN co-doped ZGNR, four wave
functions around the Fermi level in the AF state at k0 ¼ 0:4 (in unit
of 2p

a , with a the lattice constant) are studied and the real part of
them are shown in Fig. 3. These states are marked by ‘1‘, ‘2‘, ‘3’ and
‘4’ in Fig. 2(e and f). k0 ¼ 0:4 is chosen since states ‘2’ and ‘3’ are
very close to the Fermi level and the electron transport at equilib-
rium is determined by these states. In the AF state, states ‘2’ and ‘3’
are from spin down channel while states ‘1’ and ‘4’ are from spin up
channel (see Fig. 2 (f)). In the F state, the spin indices of states ‘3’
and ‘4’ will be exchanged so that the band crossing the Fermi level
from the CB edge is spin up (see Fig. 2(e)). It is seen that all these
states are edge states localized at only one edge of the ribbon. States
‘1’ and ‘2’ are localized at the CN edge, thus the bands containing
these states are marked by ‘CN’ in Fig. 2(e). In the meantime, states
‘3’ and ‘4’ are localized at the CB edge, thus the bands containing
these states are marked by ‘CB’. We may call these bands the ‘CN
bands’ and ‘CB bands’, respectively.

From now on, we will focus only on the bands containing states
‘2’ and ‘3’ in Fig. 2(e and f) since only these bands cross the Fermi
level and participate in transport. The polarities of magnetic
moment and the edge states at the CN edge can be labelled as an
arrow combination, like ‘[ðYÞ‘, as shown in Fig. 2(e and f), where
the first arrow indicates the polarity of magnetic moment and the
one in the parenthesis is for that of the edge states. Here ‘[ðYÞ’
means that the polarities of edge states and edgemagnetic moment
at the CN are always opposite. This can be understood as follows.
From Fig. 2, we see that the band contributed by the CN edge
crossing the Fermi level is from spin down. Meanwhile, the edge
magnetic moment at the CN edge is determined by the difference of
electron occupations between a fully occupied spin up band and a
partially occupied spin down band (namely, the bands labelled by
‘1’ and 20), giving rise to a net spin magnetic moment pointing up.
Likewise, it will be easy to understand that the polarities at the CB

edge will be ‘[ð[Þ’ and ‘YðYÞ’ in the F and AF states, respectively.
The magnetic configuration of the transport junctions is deter-
mined by the polarity of magnetic moment, while the spin polari-
zation of electron transport is determined by the polarity of the
edge states in the bands crossing the Fermi level. In the following,
we start electron transport study with the tetragon connection.
3.2. Tetragon connection

3.2.1. Equilibrium transport
With a good understanding of the electronic structure of BN co-
Fig. 3. The real part of the four wave functions of the BN co-doped ZGNR in the AF
state right below and above the Fermi level at k0 indicated in Fig. 2(f). These states give
the spatial localization of the states around the Fermi level. (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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doped ZGNRs, together with the spin alteration rule which dictates
different sublattices to have AF spin coupling [39,40], the spin po-
larities of edge magnetic moment and edge states crossing the
Fermi level of the transport junctions can be determined. Without
loss of generality, the magnetic moment at the top edge in the left
ribbon is fixed as pointing up, and that of the bottom edge in the
right ribbon should also be pointing up (see Fig. 1), as a direct result
of the spin alteration rule. For either the BN-BN or BN-NB case,
there are three nonequivalentmagnetic configurations, namely, AF-
AF, AF-F and FeF, thus the directions of the edgemagneticmoments
can be determined as shown in Fig. 4, as indicated by the arrow
outside the parenthesis at each edge. For the meaning of symbols
showing the magnetic configurations of the junction, taking ‘AF-F’
as an example, the first ‘AF’ means the left ribbon is in AF state,
while the second ‘F’ means that the right ribbon is in the F state.
Further, from the study of electronic structure of BN co-doped
ZGNR in Subsection 3.1, we see that for each ribbon, in both the
AF and F cases, the spin polarities of edge magnetic moment and
edge states are always opposite at the CN edge. However, at the CB

edge, they will be always the same, namely, both pointing down in
the AF case and both pointing up in the F case. With this in mind,
we get the polarity of the edge states of all the edges of the whole
junction, as indicated by the arrows in the parenthesis in Fig. 4.

The localization feature of the spatially separated spin-
dependent edge states crossing the Fermi level provides the pos-
sibility of realizing single edge/spin transport. We want to answer
two questions: (1)Will 100% spin polarization be achieved? (2)Will
the spin polarization of transport depend on the relative orienta-
tion of the BN pairs in the two ribbons? As shown from Fig. 4, by
comparing the spin polarity matching of the edge states of the left
top edge and the right bottom edge, we may predict that in the BN-
NB case, the spin down channel will be conducting while the spin
up channel will be blocked. In the BN-BN case, due to spin
mismatch, both spin up and spin channel will be blocked. This
needs to be substantiated by transport calculations. The spin
polarized transmission functions of all the cases are shown in Fig. 5.
It is seen that, in all the magnetic configurations of the BN-NB case,
we get 100% spin polarized equilibrium conductance and only the
spin down channel is conducting, which is seen by the transmission
function around the Fermi level (see Fig. 5(aec)). In contrast, in all
the magnetic configurations in the BN-BN case, we get negligible
equilibrium conductance in both spin channels (see Fig. 5(def)).
However, much different from the BN-NB case shown in Fig. 5(aec),
there is not a transmission gap bestriding the Fermi level in the AF-
F and F-F configurations. In the AF-F configuration, there is a spin
down peak right below the Fermi level. In the F-F configurations,
there is a spin down and spin up peak below and above the Fermi
Fig. 4. The spin polarities of the edge magnetic moments and edge states at all the edges in th
BN case. The arrow outside the parenthesis indicates the direction of the edge magnetic mo
(A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
level, respectively. In addition, we also see a sharp peak at 0.13 eV in
the F-F configuration in the BN-NB case, which is different from AF-
AF and AF-F. In the following, we reveal the origin of these features
by analyzing the band structure and edge states in the two ribbons.

In the whole junctions, wemay use LT, LB, RT and RB to label the
left top edge, left bottom edge, right top edge and right bottom
edge, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (d). In the BN-NB case,
these four labels correspond to the CN and CB edges in the left
ribbon and CB and CN in the right ribbon. In the BN-BN case, they
correspond to the CN, CB, CN and CB edges, respectively. In a general
sense, there will be four transmission processes between the edge
states in the two ribbons, namely, LT / RT, LT/ RB, LB / RT, and
LB / RB. In order to determine which processes practically take
place, we need to study the scattering states, which are the eigen
states of a two-probe system and provide the information of how
an incoming Bloch state from a lead is reflected and transmitted
when it encounters a scattering center [41]. For the AF-AF and AF-F
configurations in the BN-NB case, we show the scattering states
incoming from the left lead at �0.05 eV which is very close to the
Fermi level. We do not select 0.0 eV since there is a very tiny
transmission gap at it in the AF state, which arises from the mini-
gap in the band structure in the AF configuration shown in
Fig. 2(f). We see there are two scattering states in the spin down
channel (see Fig. 6(a)), which is consistent with the number of
bands crossing the energy �0.05 eV (see Fig. 2(f)). The one labelled
by ‘DN-1’ covering both the ribbons dominate in the transport and
it obviously arises from the process LT / RB. The scattering state
labelled by ‘DN-2’ is completely blocked due to the spatial termi-
nation. Thus, among all the four possible processes, only the LT /

RB process actually takes place. This is because for ‘DN-1‘, the
incoming edge state in the left ribbon and the outgoing edge state
in the right ribbon are both localized at the connected CN edges
(Fig. 7(a)) while for ‘DN-2‘, the incoming edge state in the left
ribbon is localized at the terminated CB edge (Fig. 7(b)) and there is
a large spatial separation to both edges in the right ribbon. In the
AF-F configuration, the transport is also fully determined by the LT
/ RB process (see Fig. 6(b)).

It is interesting to note the sharp peak at 0.13 eV in the F-F
configuration, which is absent in the AF-AF and AF-F configura-
tions. We see two scattering states, one in the spin down channel
and the other in the spin up channel. Clearly, the spin down channel
arises from the process LT/ RB, while the spin up channel from LB
/ RT, which can be judged from the spin polarities of the edge
states indicated in Fig. 4(c). Although the separation between the
LB and RTedges is large, the process LB/ RT still happens since the
spin up edge states rising from 0.13 eV are becoming more and
more extended, which is seen by spatial distribution of the states as
e AF-AF, AF-F and F-F magnetic configurations for: (aec) the BN-NB case; (def) the BN-
ment while the arrow in the parenthesis indicates the spin direction of the edge states.



Fig. 5. The transmission functions of all the AF-AF, AF-F and F-F magnetic configurations in the tetragon connection: (aec) the BN-NB case; (def) the BN-BN case. (A colour version
of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 6. The scattering states (contour of amplitude) of the BN-NB case under the
magnetic configuration of: (a) AF-AF; (b) AF-F; (c) FeF. (A colour version of this figure
can be viewed online.)

Fig. 7. The wave functions (real part) of the ferromagnetic BN co-doped ZGNR: (a) E ¼
�0:05 eV, k ¼ 0:380; (b) E ¼ �0:05 eV, k ¼ 0:396; (c) spin up channel crossing the
Fermi level, with k ¼ 0:30 � 0:50; (d) spin up channel crossing the Fermi level, with
energy around 0.13 eV and k ¼ 0:32 � 0:36. The k is in unit of 2p

a with a the lattice
constant along the transport direction. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
online.)
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a function of energy E, or equivalently, the wave vector k, as shown
in Fig. 7(d). These states in the two ribbons touch spatially in the
junction. Since these states are located at an approximately flat part
in the band structure (see the small dashed line box in Fig. 2(e)), the
contributions of all these states at a nearly equal energy results in a
sharp peak in the transmission shown in Fig. 5(c). With the
decrease of energy and increase of k starting from k ¼ 0:35(see
Fig. 7(c)), the states become localized at the LB edge in the left
ribbon and RT edge in the right ribbon. The transmission is blocked
due to spatial separation, thus a transmission gap is still observed in
the spin up channel in the F-F configuration of the BN-NB case (see
Fig. 6(c)).

We now turn to the BN-BN case. It is easy to understand the
large transmission gap in the AF-AF configuration (see Fig. 5(d))
since the spins of the edge states crossing the Fermi level in the two
ribbons mismatch completely. In the AF-F configuration, after
considering the spin mismatch, we expect there will be two
possible processes in the spin down channel, namely, LT/RT and
LB/RT. To see which process in the spin down channel actually
takes place, we plot the scattering states at �0:155 eV where a
transmission peak in the spin down channel is located. It is found
that the transmission in the spin down channel is dominated by the
LT/RT process and the incoming state at the LB edge is completely
blocked. However, starting from �0:155 eV, with the increase of
energy, the spin down edge state quickly gets very localized and
disconnected with the RT edge state in the right ribbon, thus the
transmission drops very fast to zero. For the FeF configuration, at�
0:147 eV, a spin down transmission is observed and the trans-
mission is also dominated by the LT/RT process, while the LB/RT
is blocked, as indicated in Fig. 8(b). At 0.132 eVwhere a spin up peak
is observed, the scattering state in the spin down channel decays
rapidly in the right lead. However, the scattering state in the spin up
channel keeps almost constant after it passes by the carbon tetra-
gon connector, which is also consistent with the transmission
function in Fig. 8(c).



Fig. 8. The scattering states (contour of amplitude) of the BN-BN case under the
magnetic configuration of: (a) AF-F at E ¼ �0:155 eV; (b) F-F at E ¼ �0:147 eV; (c) F-F
at E ¼ 0:132 eV. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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3.2.2. Non-equilibrium transport
Equilibrium conductance only reflects the transport properties

at zero bias. In order to get a full impression of the transport be-
haviors, especially, to see whether the BN-NB case in all magnetic
configurations is able to achieve fully spin polarized current and
whether the transmission peaks right below or above the Fermi
level in the AF-F and FeF configurations in the BN-BN case
contribute to the current under finite bias, we have studied the
non-equilibrium transport properties and the IeV curves at low
bias with Vb <0:3 V are presented in Fig. 9. It is found that in all the
magnetic configurations of the BN-NB case, only the spin down
component is nonzero and the polarization of current defined by
P ¼ Idn�Iup

IdnþIup
is always 100%. It is also indicated that in the FeF case of

the BN-NB case, the contribution of the transmission peak at
0.13 eV in the spin up channel at low bias is negligible. Thus, the
current is always 100% spin polarized.
Fig. 9. The I-V curves of all the AF-AF, AF-F and F-F magnetic configurations for: (aec) the BN
the right axis in each figure. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
In contrast, in the BN-BN case, all three magnetic configurations
are different. In AF-AF configuration, both spin components are
insulating. In AF-F configuration, spin down channel is conducting
while the spin up channel is insulating, giving rise to 100% spin
polarization in current. It shows that although the equilibrium
conductance of spin down channel is nearly zero, the current under
finite bias is not. Likewise, in the FeF configuration, the trans-
mission peaks of both the spin down and spin up channels
contribute to current and the polarization varies between 0 and
50%. It demonstrates that the transport behaviors and polarization
in the BN-BN case is highly dependent on the magnetic configu-
rations, which is detrimental for half-metallic transport, distinctly
different from the BN-NB case.
3.3. Hexagon connection

In the hexagon connection, due to the spin alteration rule, the
atomic magnetic moments of the left top edge and the right bottom
edge are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d), namely, the polarity of edge
magnetic moments of these two edges are opposite for both the
BN-NB and BN-BN alignments. The AF-AF, AF-F and F-F magnetic
configurations of the whole junction can be determined accord-
ingly. Since the conclusion of spin polarization in transport from
equilibrium transmission function and the non-equilibrium IeV
characteristics are consistent, for the hexagon connection, we will
focus on discussion of the transmission functions at zero bias and
they are shown in Fig. 10. It is found that in the BN-NB case, the spin
polarization is sensitively dependent on themagnetic configuration
(see Fig. 10(aec)). In AF-AF, there is a transmission gap around the
Fermi level, which indicates that it is insulative (Fig. 10(a). In AF-F,
the Fermi level is crossing the tail of large peak of spin up channel,
which shows that only spin up channel is conducting and thus 100%
spin polarization is achieved (Fig. 10(b). In F-F, it is seen that it is
spin degenerate although the Fermi level cuts the tail of a large
peak in both spin channels (Fig. 10(c). This can be easily understood
by the spin matching of edge states in the two ribbons.

For this purpose, the magnetic configurations and spin polarity
of edge states are shown in Fig. 11(aec). In AF-AF, the edge states
crossing the Fermi level are spin down at both edges in the left
ribbon but spin up at both edges in the right ribbon (see Fig. 11(a)),
thus electron transmission is completely blocked due to spin mis-
matching. In AF-F, electron transmission can be mediated by left
top edge and right top edge through spin down channel. In FeF,
-NB case; (def) the BN-BN case. The polarization(P) of the current is also displayed by



Fig. 10. The transmission functions of all the AF-AF, AF-F and F-F magnetic configurations in the hexagon connection: (aec) the BN-NB case; (def) the BN-BN case. (A colour version
of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 11. The spin polarities of the edge magnetic moments and edge states at all the edges in the AF-AF, AF-F and F-F magnetic configurations for: (aec) the BN-NB case; (def) the
BN-BN case. The arrow outside the parenthesis indicates the direction of the edge magnetic moment while the arrow in the parenthesis indicates the spin direction of the edge
states. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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electron transmission can be mediated by both spin channels,
namely, from left top edge to right top edge through spin down
channel and from left bottom edge to right bottom edge through
spin up channel, which gives rise to zero spin polarization.
Consequently, the BN-NB configuration is not suitable for produc-
ing stable 100% spin polarized transport in the hexagon connection
scheme.

In clear contrast, in the BN-BN case, there is always one and only
one spin channel conducting around the Fermi level (see
Fig. 10(def)). From the spin polarity of edge states shown in Fig. 11,
electrons can always be transmitted through the spin down chan-
nel. In both AF-AF and AF-F, there are the LT/RB, LT/RT and
LB/RB processes (see Fig. 11(d and e)). In FeF, there is LT/RB
process (see Fig. 11(f)). The LB/RT process of spin down channel in
AF-AF and AF-F magnetic configurations and the LB/RB of spin up
channel in FeF magnetic configuration are all blocked due to the
large spatial separation between the edge states between the left
bottom edge and the right top edge.

It is interesting to note the difference between the tetragon
connection and hexagon connection. The robust half-metallic
transport is realized in the BN-NB alignment in the tetragon
connection but in the BN-BN alignment in the hexagon connection.
This is due to the spin channel exchange in the band structure of the
right ribbon resulting from the spin alteration rule.

3.4. Effects of BN position

Finally, we briefly discuss the effects of BN pair position. Its ef-
fects can be partly reflected by the change of band structure. We
consider all the seven vertical BN pair positions indicated by ‘-3‘,
‘-2‘, ‘-1‘, ‘0‘, ‘1‘, ‘2’ and ‘3’ in the inset of Fig.12(a), where ‘0’ indicates
the central position that has been studied in the previous two
subsections. The band structures of these cases in the AF state are
shown in Fig.12(beh). The band structures in the F state around the
Fermi level can be basically obtained from those in the AF state by
swapping the spin channels in the CB bands. It can be expected that,
with the BN position deviating from position ‘0‘, robust half-
metallic transport in the BN-NB case with tetragon connection
and the BN-BN case with hexagon connection will gradually
disappear due to the approaching to the Fermi level of other bands,
for example, the spin up channel in the conduction band at posi-
tions ‘-1‘, ‘-2’ and ‘-3’ and the spin up channel in the valence band at
positions ‘1‘, ‘2’ and ‘3’ (see Fig. 12(b-d, f-h)). However, total energy
calculation demonstrates that position ‘0’ is the most stable, which



Fig. 12. (a) The total energy as a function of position of the BN pair. The inset indicates the positions of the BN pair. (bed) The band structure with BN pair at position ‘-1‘, ‘-2’ and
‘-3‘, respectively. (eeh) The band structure with BN pair at position ‘0‘, ‘1‘, ‘2’ and ‘3‘, respectively. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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is beneficial for the observation of robust half-metallic transport.
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have built transport junctions by connecting
two BN co-doped ZGNRs with negligible AF-F energy difference
using a carbon tetragon or a carbon hexagon by a SC scheme, with
an intention to implement transport with only one edge and realize
single spin transport. With first-principles calculation, it shows
that, the transport behaviors and spin polarization are highly
dependent on the relative orientations of the BN pairs in the two
ribbons. In the BN-NB case with tetragon connection and BN-BN
case with hexagon connection, there is only one spin channel
conducting, giving rise to 100% spin polarization in both equilib-
rium conductance and current in all the magnetic configurations.
However, in the BN-BN case with tetragon connection and BN-BN
case with hexagon connection, there will be zero, one and two
spin channels conducting in the AF-AF, AF-F and FeF configura-
tions, respectively, resulting in variable spin polarization as the
magnetic configuration switches at finite temperature. This dis-
plays the importance of BN relative orientations in realizing stable
fully spin polarized transport using BN co-doped ZGNRs with
negligible F-AF energy difference. Furthermore, we also demon-
strate that the nanoribbons with negligible F-AF energy difference
are not necessarily useless for producing stable half-metallic
transport, which can still be achieved with proper device design,
for which we give a feasible example in this work by taking a car-
bon tetragon or a carbon hexagon as the connector and proper BN
relative orientations in the two ribbons. This should be taken into
consideration in the design of spintronic devices with two
dimensional materials.
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